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This vintage textbook, set on the point among the definitive paintings and the scientific manual,
has been thoroughly up-dated and revised for this the 5th edition. However, the textual content
nonetheless keeps its unique goal that is to supply an introductory instruction manual to the
entire universal ailments of nails. From nail anatomy and physiology, the booklet then describes
the entire most ordinarily encountered nail stipulations giving guidance for remedy and
describing nail surgery. New for the 5th edition: completely up to date and revised with new
fabric added, a number of complete color illustrations of the top quality, and plenty of latest
illustrations were up-dated and changed with complete color photographs. With a variety of
contributions from specialists within the field, Samman's The Nails in disorder will proceed to
supply a concise reference textual content for all medical dermatologists, normal practitioners,
podiatrists and beauticians.
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